**Doll's Paradise** - Holiday 2007

The treasured doll collections of Miss Mary Browne, Mary Logan Bronson, Dorothy Averill and past curator, Ester Peck, etc., were showcased in this holiday season exhibition, A Doll's Paradise. With the creative guidance of Chris Zaima, this exhibit was a delightful vision of dolls from yesteryear in a beautiful, enchanting setting.
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**Dolls: An Easter Extravaganza**, ran through April, and followed on the heels of the popular Holiday and Valentine's display of dolls at the museum. The dolls featured in this display came from the Gunn Museum and the treasured collections of Bobbi Smith, Ellen Kenney, Dee and Wally Domroe, and other area collectors. There were also beautiful Shackman reproduction Valentine and Easter cards and other gifts for sale at the museum.